
Year 4 Term 1A Week 1 Spelling Task

1.	The crowd will                                     	when	the	performance	has	finished.

2.	My teacher                                     	me	how	to	spell.

3.	Leaves fell from the trees during                                     .

4.	Nobody knew the                                     	of	the	accident.

5.	A famous                                     	released	their	latest	book.

6.	The                                     	puppy	chewed	its	owner’s	shoe.

7.	One                                     	orbited	the	planet	in	a	capsule.

8.	My                                     	is	almost	ten	years	old.

9.	Add extra information with a subordinate                                     .

End of test

10.	The	criminal	was	                               	by	the	police.
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1.	The information you received was                                .

2.	Jim will be staying for an                                	amount	of	time.

3.	Lee’s                                	to	count	caused	him	problems.

4.	The work was still                                	at	the	end	of	the	day.

5.	 I am                                	when	I	go	shopping.

6.	Many of her spellings were                                .

7.	The child felt                                	around	new	people.

8.	Living an                                	lifestyle	is	unhealthy.

9.	Some wild plants are                                .

End of test

Year 4 Term 1A Week 2 Spelling Task

10.	There	are	                               	stars	in	the	night	sky.
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1.	 It is                                	that	you	follow	instructions.

2.	The giant rock on the beach was                                .

3.	 It is                                	to	push	into	a	queue.

4.	Jen found that her shoelace was                                	to	untie.

5.	The vampire claimed to be                                .

6.	Many people are                                	whilst	waiting	in	line.

7.	Hugo thought that his little brother was                                .

8.	The grocer could not sell the                                	fruit.

9.	The length of the coastline was                                .

End of test

Year 4 Term 1A Week 3 Spelling Task

10.	Nate’s	conduct	at	the	football	game	was	                               .
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1.	Abdul’s behaviour was very                                .

2.	My handwriting is so untidy that it’s almost                                .

3.	Many people find chocolate cake                                .

4.	Some adults across the world are                                .

5.	The choice you make is sometimes                                .

6.	The police monitor for                                	activity.

7.	                                	products	were	confiscated	by	security.

8.	The apples in the pack were                                	in	size.

9.	Tobias has an                                	fear	of	birds.

End of test

Year 4 Term 1A Week 4 Spelling Task

10.	Parking	far	away	from	the	shop	can	be	                               .
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1.	You should not                                	in	the	business	of	others.

2.	The teacher wrote the date on the                                .

3.	 I                                	my	father	while	he	was	away.

4.	Have you                                 the news today?

5.	The noisy toddler made a                                	in	the	town	centre.

6.	Junaid won a gold                                	at	the	Olympics.

7.	A                                	brewed	a	potion	in	her	cauldron.

8.	 I sometimes get                                	of	my	work.

9.	A thick                                	descended	across	the	field.

End of test

10.	I	am	unsure	                               	way	I	should	go.

Year 4 Term 1A Week 5 Spelling Task
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1.	 The coastal                                	was	causing	concern.

2.	 There was a huge                                	on	the	field.

3.	 Three children were selected for                                	in	the	scheme.

4.	 The inverse of multiplication is                                .

5.	 Two cars were involved in a slight                                .

6.	 Amy needed to make a                                	about	what	to	do.

7.	 Children often enjoy watching                                .

8.	 During the war, many countries were worried about an                                .

9.	 I must complete some                                	before	my	test.

End of test

10.		There	was	a	lot	of	                               	about	the	answer.

Year 4 Term 1A Week 6 Spelling Task
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